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We introduce a new concept of~ metric space called a G- partial metric space and prove the fixed point 

of certain contnlction maps defined on tbe orden:d G~al metric spaces. Our wortc extends some works in lit
erature. 
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INTRODUCfiON 

The notion of metric space was introduced as a result of the need to develop an axiomatic 
analysis system to provide an abstraction of different objects, studied by analysis, in a 
similar way to group theory which provide abstraction to algebraic system. Matthew [9] 
generalized metric spaces to partial metric spaces which he defined as follows: 
I. Preliminary Deflnitioas 

Def'mitioa 1.1. [9): A partial metric space is a pair (X; p ): X X X -t R such that: 

(pl) 0 ::s; p(x,x) ::s; p(x,y) 
(p2) ifp(x,x) = p(x,y) = p(y,y), then x = y 

(p3) p(x,y) = p(y,x) 
(p4)p(x,z) ::s; p(x,y) + p(y,z) p(y,y). 

He was able to established a relationship between partial metric spaces and the usual metric 
spaces with this example: dp(x,y) = 2p(x,y)- p(x,x)- p(y,y). ln 1960, the notion of 

2-metric space was introduced by Gabler as a generalization of the usual notion of metric 
space by replacing the triangular inequality with the tetrahedral inequality: 

d(x,y,z) ::s; d(x,y,a) + d(x,a,z) + d(a,y,z) for all x,y,z,a eX. 
The example of a 2-metric was given with d(x, y, z) to be the area of a triangle with vertices 
at x, y, z in R2 • Gahler [ 6] claimed that a 2-metric is a generalization of the usual metric, but 
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different authors e.g. see( [7] ) proved that there is no relationship between these two 
functions. For instance, the contraction mapping theorem in metric spaces defined as 

d(Tx, Ty) ::;; kd(x,y) for all k E (0.1) 

i:; unrelated to the contraction of 2-metric which is of the form d(Tx, Ty, a) ::;; ··· for 
any a EX 

Recently, Aliouche and Carlos [2], modified the original definition of 2- metric. Thereby 
making the contractivity condition d(Tx, Ty, Tz) S kd(x,y,z) possible. 

Dhage [5], introduced a new generalized metric space called D-metric spaces and gave an 
example of a D-metric to be the perimeter of the triangle with vertices at x, y and z in R2 • 

He was able to establish a relationship between the D-metric and the usual metric. 
Furthermore, he attempted to develop topological structures in such spaces and then, 
claimed that D-metric provides a generalization of ordinary metric and then presented 
several flXed point results on D metric spaces •• 

But in 2003, Mustafa in coUaboration with Brailey Sims, demonstrated that most of the 
claims concerning the fundamental topological structure ofD-metric space are incorrect. For 
example, a D-metric need not be a continuous fimction of its variables. Also D-convergence 
of a sequence {x,. } to x. in the sense of D(xm, x,., x) -+ 0 as n, m.-+ oo need not 
correspond to convergence in any topology. In view of this. Mustafa introduced a more 
acceptable and appropriate notion of generalized metric space which he defined as follows: 

Defi.nition 1.2. [12): Let X be a nonempty set, and let G: X x X x X -+ R+be a function 
satisfying: 

(01) G(x,y,z) = 0 if x = y = z, 
(02)0 < G(x,x,y)forallx,y E Xwithx * y, 
(03) G(x,x,y)::;; G(x,y,z)forall~.z EX withy* z, 
(04) G(x,y,z) = G(x,z,y) = G(Y,z.x)(symmetry in all three variables), 

(05)G(x,y,z) S G(x,a,a) + G(a,y,z)forall x,y,z,a E X (rectangle inequality). 

Then, the function 0 is called a generalized metric, or more specifically a 0-metric on X, 
and the pair (X,O) is a 0-metric spa~. 
Mustafa[I2] gave an example to show the relationship between 0-metric spaces and 
ordinary metric spaces as: For any 0-metric 0 on X, if dc(x,y) = G(x,y,y) + 
G(x,x,y), then de is a metric space. 
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So•e Fixed pelat raalta o• ordered G-Partbll •etrlc sp•ca. 

In this paper, we combine the idea of the nonzero self distance of partial metric spaces and 

the rectangle inequality of G-metric spaces to develop a new genenllized metric space which 
we define as follows: 

Defmitioo 1.3: Let X be a nonempty set. and let G, : X x X x X -+ R+ be a function 
satisfying the following: 

(G,t) G,(x,y,z) 2':: G,(x,x,x) 2':: 0 for all x,y,z, E X(small self distance), 

(G,2) G,(x,y,z) = Gp(x,x,y) = G,(y,y,z) = G,(z,z,x) iff x = y = z, (equality), 
(G,3) G,(x,y,z) = G,(z,x,y) = G,(y,z,x)(symmetryin all three variables), 
(G,4) G,(x,y,z) ~ G,(x,a,a) + G,(a,y,z) G(a,a,a) (rectangle inequality) . 

. , 
The function G, is called a G- partial metric and the pair (X, G,) is called a G-partial 
metric spaces. 

Definition 1.4: A G-pertial metric space is said to be symmetric ifG,(x,y,y) = 
G,(y,x,x)for all x,y E X. 

Example 1.5: Let a metric dGp be defined on a nonempty set X by dGp(x,y) = 
G,(x,y,y) + G,(y,x,x)- G,(y,y,y)- G,(x,x,x). Then (X,dG,) is a metric space 

Example 1.6: Let X = R+ and defined a G - partial metric G, : X x X x X -+ 

R+ with G,(x,y,z) = max {x,y,z},then (X,G,) is a G- partial metric space. 

The concept of Cauchy sequence, completeness of the space and contraction fixed point 
theorem have been studied in the partial metric space as well as in the G- metric spaces. We 
want to define these concepts in G-partial metric spaces. The next definitions generalize the 
notion of the properties in these metric spaces. 

Defmition 1. 7: A sequence { x,} of points in a G-partial metric space (X, G,) converges to 

someaE Xiflim,. ... coG,(x,.,xn,a) = lim,. ..... G,(xn,X,.,x,.) = G,(a,a,a). 

This means that whenever a sequence converges to a point, then the self- distances converge 
to the self distance of that point 

Defmition 1.8: A sequence {x, } of points in a G-partial metric spaces (X, G,) is Cauchy if 
the numbers G,(xn,%,n,x1,) converges to some a E X as n, m, l approach infinity. 

The proof of the following result follows from definition. 

Proposition 1.9: Let {x,} be a sequence in G -partial metric space X and a E X. If {x,} 
converges to a E X, then {x,} is a Cauchy sequence. 
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Definition 1.10: A G -partial metric space (X, GP) is said to be complete if every Cauchy 

sequence in {X, Gp) converges to an element in (X, Gp)· 

The following lemma can be easily proved from the definition. 

Lemma 1.11: Let {X, Gp) beaG-partial metric space. 

(a){xn} is a Cauchy sequence in {X, GP) if and only if it is a Cauchy 
sequence in the metric space (X, dGp ) ; 

(b) A G-partial metric space {X, GP) is complete _if and only if the metric space 

(x. dcp) is complete. Furthermore,li771n ... aodGp (%,a, X)= 0 if and only if GP 

(x,x,x) = li1Rn ... aoGp(X1vX,x) = lim.,.,m .... ooGp(Xn,X11vXm)· 

Defmition 1.12 (4): If(X,:!) is a partially ordered set and f: X -+ X, we say that f is 
monotone no decreasing ifx,y E X,x :! y implies fx :! fy. 

The most important Theorem which is the basis of all other contractive maps is the Banach 

contraction principle. The existence of the fixed point for Banach contraction and weak 
contraction maps in the context of G -metric spaces and partial metric spaces were proved in 
[1, 13). 

Recently, Ran and Reurings [14] pruvw the existence of the fixed point of contrnction maps 
satisfYing certain conditions in a partially ordered set defmed in a metric space. Altun et al. 

[3) gave similar result using generalized contractive maps in partial ordered metric spaces. 
Some authors (see: [4], [8]) worked on the existence of the fixed point for weak contractions 

in both partial ordered metric spaces and partially ordered G -metric spaces. 

In this paper, we proved the existence and uniqueness of the fiXed points for certain 
contraction mappings in ordered G -partial metric spaces which is an analogue of the results 
stated below. ~ 

Theorem 1.1 (14): Let (X.:!) be a partially ordered set such that every pair x,y E X has a 

lower bound and an upper bound. Furthermore, let d be a metric on X such that (X, d) is a 

complete metric space. IfF is a continUous monotone (i.e, either order-preserving or order -
reserving) map from X into X such that 

(i)3 0 < c < l:d(F(x),F(y)) ~ cd(x,y)Vx;;:: y, 

(ii) 3x0 EX: x0 :! F (x0) or F (x0 ) :! x0 , 

then F has a unique fixed point x - . Moreover, for every x E T,li171n .... aopn (x) = x - . 
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Theorem 1.2 (4): Let (X,i) be a partially ordered set and let p be a partial metric on X such 

that (X, p) is complete. Let f: X -+ X be a non-decreasing map with respect to 2· Suppose 

that the following conditions hold: for y 2 x, we have 

(i) p(fx.[y) :5 p(x,y) -1/J (p(x,y)) (2) 

where 1/J : [0, co) -+ [0, oo) is a continuous and non-decreasing function such that it is 

positive in (0, co), 1/J (0) = 0 and liTnn-+oo 1/J (t) =co; 

(ii) 3x0 e X such that xo 2 f Xo ; 

(iii) if a non-decreasing · equence {Xn}<:onverges to x EX, then 

Xn 2 x for all n . 

Then fhas a fixed point u e X. Moreover, p(u, u) = 0. 

2 MAIN RESULT 

Theorem 2.1: Let (X,i) be a partially ordered set such that for x; y EX there exists a 

lower bound and an upper bound. Furthermore, let GP be a G-partial metric on X such that 

(X, Gp) is a complete G -partial metric space. If T is a continuous and monotone ( i.e, either 

order-preserving or order- reserving) map from X into X such that 

(i) 3 0 < k < 1: Gp (Tx, Ty, Tz) :5 kGp(x,y,z), "'x ~ y ~ z, (3) 

(ii) 3x0 E X : Xo 2 T(x0 ) OT T(x0 ) 2 X0• 

Then T has a unique fixed point p. 
Proof: Let x 0 E X be arbitrary then x0 2 Tx0 or T(x0) 2 x 0 • Suppose x 0 = Tx0 then the 

fixed point exists. On the other hand, let x0 > Tx0 or x 0 < Tx0 • Using the monotonicity 
ofT we have that rnx0 :5 rn+1x 0 or rnx0 ~ rn+1x0 for n = 0,1, 2, .... Suppose that T 

satisfies condition (3) then we have for all 

x,y E XGp (Tx,Ty,Ty) :5 kGp(x,y,y),"'x ~ y, 

Gp (Ty,Tx,Tx) :5 kGp(y,x,x); "'x ~ y, 

If GP is symmetric, by adding (4) and (5) we get 

2 Gp (Tx, Ty, Ty) :5 2k Gp (x,y,y) 

which is equivalent to 
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d G,(Tx, Ty) S kdc,(x,y). 

Since T11x ~ rn+tx or Tn+1x ~ T11x we have o_ o o_ o 

dG,(Tn+1x0, T"x0 ) S kdc,(T11x0 , r-1x0). 

By induction, we obtain, 

dGp(T11+1xo. T"x0 ) S k 11dGp(Txo.xo>· 

For any n,l > 1, we have 

d (T 11x rn+lx ) < d (T11x rn+tx ) + ... + d (T11+1- 1x rn+lx ) Gp 0• 0 - Gp 0• 0 Gp 0• 0 

s dGp(T"xo. T11+1xo). (1 + k + ... + kl-1) 

l-k
1 d ern 'Ml+l ) = t=k Gp "o· 1 "o 

kn 
S -k de (x0, Tx0). 

1- p 

This shows that {Tnx0 } is Cauchy. 

If G, is not symmetric, we choose x,. E X such that x,.+l = Tx,. for n = 0, 1, 2, .... 

Then with (3) we have, 

G, (T"x0 , T"+1x0, rn+tx0 ) S kGp(T11
-

1x0 ; T 11x0 , T11x0 ). 

Consequently, 

Gp (T11x0 , T11+1x0 , T"+tx0 ) $ k 11G,(Jeo, Txo. Tx0 ). 

Similarly, 

Gp(T11+1 xo. T 11xo. T 11xo.) $ k 11Gp(TX-cXo,Xo) 

The last two inequalities show that T is either order- preserving or order- reserving. 

Form> n,weget 

G,(T11x 0 , rmx0 , rmx0 ) S Gp(T11x 0 , rn+1x 0, rn+1x0) + Gp(T11+1x0 , rmx0 , rmx0 ) 

- Gp (Tn+txo. rn+txo.rn+txo) 

S Gp (T11x 0 , rn+tx0 , rn+tx0) 

+ Gp (Tn+txo, rn+2xo. rn+zxo) 
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+ GP (Tn+2xo, rn+3xo. rn+3xo) 

+ ··· + GP (Tm-1x0, Tmx0 , Tmx0 ) 

- GP (Tn+2xo; rn+2xo; rn+2xo) 

- ... - Gp (Tm-txo. rm-txo, rm-txo) 

$ (k" + k"+l + ··· + km-t) Gp(x0 , Tx0 , Txo) 

Let m, n -+ oo then Gp(T"x0, Tmx0, Tmx0 ) -+ 0. Hence { T"x0 } is a Cauchy sequence. 
Since X is complete and using lemma (l.ll), the limit ofT exist, say p. 

Therefore limn ... ooT"x0 = p for some p E X. ButT is continuous, therefore pis the fixed 
point ofT. 

Next we show that the fixed point is unique, since there exist a lower bound or an upper 
bound for y, z E X. In [16] it was proved that the condition for lower bound or upper bound 
is equivalent to: 

for y, z E X there exist x E X which is comparable to y and z. Now, suppose that z and y 
in X are different fixed point ofT, then Gp(z,y,y) > 0. Here, we consider two cases: 
Case (i): If y and z are comparable, then T"y = y and T"z = z are comparable for n = 
0,1,2, ... 

Using condition (3) we have 

Gp(z,y,y) = Gp(T"z, T"y, T"y) $ kGp(T"-1z, T"-1y, T"-1y). 

Letting n -+ oo we obtain Gp(z,y,y) $ kGp(z,y,y). 

Since 0 $ k < 1, then we get z = y. 

Case (ii): If z and yare not comparable, then there exists x E X comparable to z andy. 

Since T is monotone, then T"x is comparable to z = T"z and y = T"y for n = 
0, 1, 2, ... _ Hence 

Gp(z, T"x, T"x) = Gp(T"z, T"x, T"x) 

$ kGp(T"-1z, T"-1x; T"-1x) 

$; kGp(Z, T"-1x, T"-1x) < Gp(Z, T"- 1x, T"- 1x). (6) 

This shows that {T"x} is a nonnegative and non-increasing sequence and so has a limit say 
a ~ 0. Letting n -+ oo in (5) yields, 

Gp(z,a,a) < Gp(z,a,a). 
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This is a contradiction, hence a = 0. Therefore lim,-.coGp(z. Tnx, Tnx) = 0. Similarly, 

using (5) we get, 

Gp(Tnx,y,y) = Gp(Tnx, Tny, Tny) 

~kGp(rn-lx,rn-ly,Tn-ly) 

~ kGp(rn- 1x,y,y) < Gp(rn-1x,y,y). (7) 

This shows that {Tnx} is nonnegative and nonincreasing sequence and so has a limit say 

p ~ 0. Letting n -+ oo in (7) yields, 

Gp{P.y,y) < Gp{P,y,y). 

This is a contradiction, hence P = O.Therefore Lim, ... coGp (Tnx, y, y) = 0. Finally, 

Gp(z,y,y) ~ Gp(z, Tnx, T"x) + Gp(Tnx,y,y)- Gp(Tnx, Tnx, T"x) 

~ Gp(z, Tnx, Tnx) + Gp(T"x,y,y) 

Taking n -+ oo we obtain 
Gp(z,y,y) ~ 0. But GP (z,y,y) ~ 0. Hence Gp (z,y,y) = 0. Therefore z = y. The 

analogue for Theorem (2.1) was proved by Ran and Reurings (14) Theorem (2.1). 

We now prove the above result for weak contraction maps satisfying certain conditions. 

Theorem 2.2: Let (X.:i) be a partially ordered set and let Gp be a G -partial metric on 

X such that (X. Gp) is complete. Let T : X -+ X be a non-decreasing map with respect to _:i. 

Suppose that the following conditions hold, for y :i x, we have 

(t)Gp (Tx, Ty, Tz) ~ llp(x,y,z)- tjJ (Gp(x; y; z)), (8) 

where tjJ : [0, oo) -+ [0, oo) is a continuous and nondecreasing function such that it is 

positive in [0, oo), tjJ (0) = 0 and lim,-+OOtjJ (t) = oo; 

(ii) 3x0 E X such that x1f :i Tx0 ; 

(iii) Tis continuous in (X, Gp), or; 

(iv) a nondecreasing sequence {xn} converges to x EX, implies Xn :i x for all n. 

Then T has a unique fixed point u E X. 

Proof: Let x0 E X be arbitrary and x0 :i Tx0 • Since T is nondecreasing map with respect 

to j we have 

Xo :i Txo :i T2 xo ::! T 3xo ::! ... ::! T"xo ::! rn+l :i .... 
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Suppose x 0 = Tx0 then the fixed point exists. Let x 0 j_ Tx0 then we defme Xn = T"- 1x0 

such that Xn-t j_ Xn for any n EN, where N is the set of natural numbers. This means that 

Xn and Xn-1 are comparable. Suppose Xn-1 = Xn = Txn-1 then Xn-1 is the fixed point of 
T. Now let Xn-1 =I= Xn for any n EN. Let y = z E X in (8) then 

Gp (Tx, Ty, Ty) ~ Gp(x,y,y) -1/J (Gp(x,y,y)), 

And 

GP (Ty, Tx, Tx) ~ Gp(y,x,x)- 1/J (Gp(y,x,x)). 

Hence using (9) we have 

Gp (xn,Xn+1•Xn+t) ~ Gp(Xn_1,xJVx:) -1/J (Gp(Xn-vXn,Xn)), 

By property of 1/J we get, 

Gp (Xn,Xn+1•Xn+1) :5 Gp(Xn-t>Xn•Xn). 

Let Gp (xn, Xn+l• Xn+l) = Gp. 
Similarly, using (10) gives 

Gp(Xn+l>Xn,Xn) ~ Gp(Xn,Xn-t,Xn-1) -1/J (Gp (Xn,Xn-t>Xn-1)) 

Also the property of 1/J yields 

Gp(Xn+l•Xn,Xn) ~ Gp(X.VXn-l•Xn-l) 
By symmetry, 

Gp (Xn,Xn+t•Xn+l) = Gp (Xn+t>Xn•Xn) = Gn. 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

This shows that {xn} is a nonnegative non-increasing sequence and hence converges to a 

point in X say a~ 0. Suppose a> 0 then (11) and (12) yield a :5 a -1/J (a). 
This is a contradiction, hence a= 0. Therefore, lim,. ... ooGn = 0. 

Next we shall show that {xn} is a Cauchy sequence. Given E > 0, as 

Gn = Gp (Xn, Xn+t• Xn+l) -+ 0, there exists no E N such that 

GP CXno+t• Xno , Xno) ~ min {i, 1/J (i)} · 
We claim that if z E X indicates that G,. (z, Xno ; Xno) ~ E and Xno j_ z then 

Gp (Tz:, Xn0 ; Xno) ~ E. To show this we distinguish two cases: 

Case (i): 

Let GP (z, Xno , Xn0 ) ~ i . Since z and Xno are comparable, we have 

GP (Tz:,Xno ,Xno) ~ Gp(Tz, TXno, TXno) + Gp (TXno ,Xno,Xno) 

-Gp(TXno, TXno, TXn0 ) 
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~ Gp (T2 , TXno , TXn 0 ) + GP (TXno• Xno , Xn0 ) 

= Gp (Tz, TXno , TXn 0 ) + GP (Xno+t • Xno• Xno) 

~ Gp(Z,Xn0 ,Xn0 ) -ljJ (Gp (Z,Xno ,Xn0 )) 

+ Gp (Xno+l• Xno• Xno) 

~ Gp (Z,Xno ,Xno) + Gp (Xno+l•Xno•Xno) 

<~+~=E. 
- 2 2 

i ~ GP (z, Xno• Xn0 ) ~ E . Here, 1jJ is a non-decreasing function, 

1jJ (i) ~ ljJ(Gp(Z, Xno• Xn0 ) Therefore, from (13) we get 

Gp (Tz, X,.0 , X,.0 ) ~ Gp (Tz, TXno, TXno) + Gp (TXno, X no• Xn0 ) 

- GP (TXno , TXno , TXn 0 ) 

5 Gp (Tz, TXno, TXn0 ) + Gp (TXno , Xno , Xno) 

= Gp (Tz, TXno , TXn0 ) + Gp (Xno+l• Xno, Xn0 ) 

~ GP (z,xn0 ,Xn0 ) -1/J (Gp (Z,Xn0 ,Xn0 )) 

+Gp (Xno+l• Xno, Xn0 ) 

~ Gp (Z,Xno•Xno) -1/J (i) + Gp(Xno+l•Xno ,Xno) 

~ Gp (z, Xno• Xno) -1/J (i) + 1/J (i) 
~ Gp (Z,Xno•Xno) ~~ 

As x,.
0
+

1 
implies Gp(Xno+l•Xno ,Xn0 ) ~E and Xn0 2 Xno+l> the claim provides us with 

Xno+2 = TXno+l implies Gp(Xno+2•Xno ,Xn0 ) ;=;e. Consequently 

Gp (xn, Xno• X no) ~ E. for any n 2:: n0 . 

Hence for any n, m 2:: n 0 we have, 

Gp (X,.,Xm,Xm) ~ Gp (Xn,Xno ,Xn0 ) + Gp (X,.0 ,X,, X,) 

-Gp (Xno• Xno • Xno) 

~ Gp (Xn• Xno , Xn0 ) + Gp (Xno , Xm, Xm) 
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SE + E= 2 E. 

This shows that {x,.} is a Cauchy sequence. Since X is complete then the limit exists say 
X E X. i.e. 

lim,. ... <x>Gp (Xn,X,X) = lim,. .... <x>Gp (Xn,Xm,Xm) = Gp (x,x,x). (14) 

Next we show the existence of the fixed point using (iii) and (iv). 

Case (i): 

Since the mapping T is continuous, e have that {Txn} converges to Tx whenever {xn} 
converges to x. By uniqueness of the limit point in X we get Tx = x. Hence xis the fixed 
point ofT. 

Case (ii): 

Suppose the nondecreasing sequence {x,.} converges to x E X with respect to ~ then it 
follows that Xn :i x. Let x = x,. B;lld y = x in (9) we obtain , 

Gp (Txn, Tx, Tx) S Gp(Txn,Xn+t•Xn+t) + Gp(Xn+to Tx, Tx)- Gp(X,.+l,Xn+t•Xn+t) 

S Gp (x,.+l,x,.+l,Xn+t) + Gp (xn+t• Tx, Tx) 

= Gp (Xn+toXn+toXn+t) + GP (Tx,., Tx, Tx) 

S Gp (xn+toXn+t•Xn+1) + Gp (Xn,x,x) (Gp (x,.,x,x)) 

As n -+ oo in (15), using (14) and the properties of t/J we obtain, 

Gp(x, Tx, Tx) < 0- t/1(0) = 0. 

Hence Gp (x, Tx, Tx) = 0, so Tx = x. 

(15) 

The following Theorem gives a sufficient condition for the uniqueness of the fixed point 

Theorem 2.3: Let all the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3 be satisfied and let the following 
condition be satisfied: for arbitrary two points x, y E X there exists z E X which is 
comparable to both x andy. Then the fixed point ofT is unique. 

Proof: Suppose there exist x,y EX which are different fixed points ofT i.e, y = T"y and 

x = T"x. We have two different cases. 

Case (i): 

Let x andy be comparable then, T"x =xis comparable toy = T"y for n = 0; 1; 2; ... . 
Using (9) we get, 

Gp (x., y, y) = Gp(T"x, T"y, T"y) 
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:5 G,(rn-tx, rn-ty, rn-ty) -1/J (G,(Tn-tx, rn-ty, rn-ty)) 

:5 G,(x,y,y) -1/J (G, (x,y,y)). 

By property of 1/J we have, 

G, (x,y,y) :5 G, (x,y,y). 

This is a contradiction hence G, (x,y,y) = 0 which gives x = y. 

Case (ii): 

If y is not comparable to x then there exist z E X which is comparable to both x and y. 
Due to the monotonicity ofT we have that T 11z is comparable to both x = T11x and 
y = my for n = 0, 1, 2, .... 

Using (9) we have, 

G, (x, T"z, T11z) = G, (T11x T 11z, T11z) 

:5 G,(rn-tx, rn-tz, rn-lz) -1/J (G,(Tn-tx, rn-tz, rn-tz)) 

:5 G, (Tn-tx, rn-tz, rn-tz). (16) 

Let n -+ oo in (16) we have, 

G, (x, mz, T"z) :5 (G, (x, T11
-

1 z, T11
-

1 z)). 

This shows that {G, (x, mz, T11z)} is a nonnegative non-increasing sequence and have limit 

say P 2:: 0. Suppose P > 0 then using (16) we obtain 

p :5 p -1/J (p). 

This is a contradiction hence p = 0. Then:fore lim.. .... mGp(X. T"z, T11z) = 0. Similarly 

using ( 1 0) we have, 

G, (mz,y,y) = G, (T11z, my, T 11y) 

:5 G,(rn-tz, rn-tf,rn-ly) -1/J (G,(Tn-tz, rn-ty, rn-ty)) 

This also shows that {G,(x, T"z,y,y)} is a non-increasing sequence and has a limit 

say p 2:: 0 . Assuming P > 0 then using the last inequality we get P :5 p -1/J (p). a 

contradiction. Hence p = 0 and lim.. ... mGp(X. T11z, y, y) = 0. 

Finally, 

G, (x,y,y) = G,(x,T11z,T11z) 

$ G,(x, T"z. T 11z) + (G,(T"z.y,y) 
Taking n -+ oo we obtain, 
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! limit 

nilarly 

1 limit 

(ft). a 

Som~ Flud polat retalts oa ord~rd G-Partlal m~trlc spaces. 

Gp (x,y,y) S: 0. 

But Gp (x,y,y) ~ 0, hence G'P (x,y,y) = 0. Therefore x = y. 

Example (see (4)): Let X = (0, 1] be endowed with a G -partial metric GP wh~ch is defined 

G'P: X x X x X -+ [O,oo) with Gp(x,y,z) = max{x,y,z}, then it is true that (X,Gp) is 

complete. We can define a partial order on X for x; y E X by x S: y ¢=> Gp(x, x, x) = 

Gp(x,y,y) ¢=> x = max {x,y,y} ¢:: y S: x. 

Therefore (X; j) is totally ordered. Again we define Tx = ~ . 
4 

The function T is continuous on (X, Gp)· Let {xn} be a sequence converging to x in (X, Gp), 

then 
., 

Urn,._ max {x,y,y} = llm,-~(x,.,x,x) = ~(x,x,x) = L 

By the definition ofT we have, 

li771.n .... ..,Gp(Txn, Tx, Tx) = li771.n .... ..,max {Tx,., Tx, Tx} =; = Gp(Tx, Tx, Tx). This means 

that {x,.} converges to Tx in (X, Gp)· Any two points x, y e X are comparable. e.g, let 

x ~ y then Gp(x,x,x) = Gp(x,y,y) soy ~ x. SinceT(y) ~ T(x) • we 

have T(x) ~ T(y) which yields that Tis monotone non-decreasing with respect to~· For 

any x ~ y we get, 

Gp(x,y,y) = x,Gp(Tx, Ty, Ty) = Tx = ~· 

Lets define 1/J: (0, oo)-+ (0; oo) by 1/J {x) = ~.We have for any X EX,; S: X- : 

Therefore 

Gp(Tx, Ty, Ty) S: Gp(x,y,y) -1/J (Gp(x,y,y)), 

holds in (8). All the hypotheses of Theorem (23) are satisfied. Hence T has a unique ftxed 

point in X, which is x = 0. Theorem ( 2.2, 23) is an analogue of the result of Aydi [4] 

Theorems (2.1, 2.3). 
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